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ABSTRACT
In this paper, I describe three experiments with complex systems
concepts and the emergence of music from noise. The first
program uses a chemical reaction simulation to create musical
interactions between progressions in several musical keys and
cellular automata (CA) within the regions containing the chemical
elements. The second program is an applet which generates music
within a single key and outputs the state of the CA system as a
phase state plot and as audio. The third experiment, related to
work by Bilotta [1], modifies the transition rules of a CA with
genetic algorithms (GA) to allow more sophisticated structures to
arise. Keeping the four classes of CA identified by Wolfram [2] in
mind, a person is able to observe several compromises between
convergence and divergence.
These methods of harmonization would be useful in creating
accompanying audio in a live performance situation as well as
stand alone compositions. By using several applets, animations,
and other techniques described by Johnson [3] to visualize CA
systems and other music generation tools, I endeavor to share my
process for post-modern music generation during live video
jockey (VJ) performances as well as through my web site,
http://www.rustcycle.com.

collection of cells each having state transition rules which are
influenced by the state of neighboring cells. In this way the cells
can collectively generate harmonization. Local harmonization
propagates to global organization. To retain some semblance to
twelve-tone music conventions, I placed some constraints on the
possible transitions.

2. CHEMISTRY OF HARMONY
The program I created initially uses a CA system to model a
chemical reaction. The interaction of chemicals drives a music
generation and harmonization system. Each quantity of a chemical
element in the system represents an amount of a particular key in
the arrangement. As the chemicals combine, the products are
elements whose corresponding key is a compromise between the
keys of the reactants. To represent the “musical elements” I
mapped the twelve keys to a twelve tone (tertiary) color wheel. In
this way the reaction can be observed more easily; C maj (yellow)
and E maj (red) combine to form D maj (orange).
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1. INTRODUCTION
Mathematically or algorithmically generated music that retains
some aesthetic considerations is often referred to as postmodern
music. An aspect of postmodern music is use of a novel approach
for generation, perhaps tuned by hand or constrained in order to
meet aesthetic ideals. The novel approach I wanted to explore was
use of CA and the notion of cells harmonizing with their
neighbors. One can consider a musical progression as a series of
state transitions within a cell. One can then consider a collection
of progressions (played by real or virtual musicians) as a

Figure 1. Mapping of key to color.
Reactions are governed by limiting reactants and parameters
which specify the ratios of products formed from the reactants
consumed. The system uses attractors for each element in order to
simulate flow currents in the chemical solution. These attractors

can affect each other to create more physically correct and unified
behavior, or each attractor can have randomly modulated
characteristics to create turbulence in the system. Several
thermodynamic aspects of chemical reactions were omitted from
the simulation. There are parameters for global growth and decay
of the system, as well as growth and decay at the point of reaction.
Random quantities of random elements are periodically injected
into the system, thereby tuning the amount of potential
dissonance.
Addition of the elements and the currents in the fluid stimulate
combinations of elements and formations of key gradients. The
creation of products between pools of two elements allows a
gradient to form. This gradient represents a smoothing in the
collection of musical notes within each key, which lessens
dissonance and allows the system to sound more cohesive. Each
element’s cells have associated note values dictated by a chord
progression per key. The chord is chosen based on typical
progression rules with chord classes (III > VI > II || IV > V || VII
> I). The element’s chord can remain at the current chord class
level or be chosen from the next chord class. Once the chord is
determined the cells are mapped to a note in the triad. Leading
tone notes can also be added. A cell’s note is biased towards being
the chord root, but may be the third, fifth, or leading tone based on
the values of neighboring notes. This local interaction causes
global patterns to emerge. In place of neighbor based selection of
notes, the non-root notes can be randomly places for a sort of
harmonic dithering. In the visualization’s note representation
mode, notes are colored chromatically; C is yellow, C# is yelloworange, D is orange, and so on. Figure 2 is an example of
dithering over the system, seen in note representation mode.

whatever neighbor is addressed first in the conditional statement
exerts influence over the cell. This causes the cells to sync with
the favored chord transition, which then causes more of the
system to oscillate together.

Figure 3. Visualization of emerging harmonic patterns.
In Figure 3, the leftmost area of the applet represents the CA
system; the colors are given for the chord each cell contains. The
two plots in the center area represent the chords which are most
prominent (upper plot), and the number of cells whose chord is
the dominant force on another cell (lower plot). The rightmost
area represents the phase space. The X-axis represents the
difference between the number of cells containing the most
neighbor-dominating chord and the least affective chord, while
the Y-axis represents the difference between the least prevalent
chord and most prevalent chord. As the cells become
synchronous, the clusters of points become tighter in the phase
plot. Figure 4 is a sequence of images showing the emergence of
greater harmony due to synchrony. I captured the images during
corresponding points in different cycles to show the growth of
synchronous regions.

Figure 2. Musical chemicals dispersing in solution.
In creating this music generation scheme I was reminded that the
physics didn’t have to closely approximate reality, and that a
departure from convention may result in interesting results. I
experimented with a sequence of products and reactants that
allowed for a sort of mobius strip – that is, a series of reactions
occurred in which products became the new reactants for further
reactions, until the initial reactants were regenerated by some
reactions. In such a case the chemical reaction aspect of the CA
would wrap around on itself, creating some surprising output.

3. CONVERGENCE AND SYNCHRONY
The second experiment consists of a regular grid of cells, each
cell’s value corresponding to a chord within a single key. A cell’s
next value is chosen based on what chord is most prevalent in the
four adjacent cells. The cell’s state will progress to the chord that
follows the most prevalent neighbor state. It takes at least two
neighbor cells with the same chord to influence a cell. To allow
convergence, there is no case for when a cell has two neighbors
with one value and two neighbors with a difference value;

Figure 4. Emerging Synchrony.

Rather than being an entirely deterministic system, this applet’s
cells are randomly allocated to the II and IV chords when the
transition to the appropriate chord class occurs. From there, the
progression is deterministic. Rather than a progression pattern
such as III > VI > (II || IV) > (V || VII) > I the pattern is III > VI >
(II > V) || (IV > VII) > I. This small degree of noise introduced by
the probabilistic transition at the or allows the systems to have
some interesting behaviors along the borders of cell groups that
are in sync. The first program has a greater degree of randomness
to it, while this system will eventually come to a point where the
chords fluctuate very little.

Figure 5. Emerging Synchrony (MIDI velocity view).
To express the automata system in an audible, normalized fashion,
I generated MIDI data in which the number of cells at a particular
chord state corresponded to the velocity of the appropriate notes.
In Figure 5 (using Logic Audio to view the MIDI data) you can
see velocity gradually rise from green to red, red being velocity =
127. As more of the cells sync together the notes go from being
evenly distributed to having a visible and audible structure.

the two cells breed. The crossover function uses half the alleles
from one parent and half from the other using randomly
determined allele positions. Mutation occurs at a very low rate, Pm
= 1/10,000. Two child cells with CPT = 0 replace the parents and
the process continues. This mechanism allows for overlapping
populations of cells because the GA crossover and spawning
occur only when CPS has been surpassed by a cell and its
neighbor.
The CPT captures the amount of compatibility a cell has over the
entire eight bar progression. To know the compatibility at the
current point in the progression I consider only the CPs gained in
the current bar. This immediate change in CP value, !CP, is used
as a mask against the cells’ musical content. Each cell outputs
audio based on the musical value of the cell (whether that be note
ID or track ID) multiplied against the gain value !CP / CPS. In
this way only the cells that are harmonious with their neighbors
are audible. This allows the disharmonious cells to lay dormant
until the GA causes a beneficial crossover or until a new neighbor
value evokes compatibility. Because a cell can gain negative CPs
due to extreme dissonance, it may be difficult for a cell to have a
chance to breed and alter its alleles. A period of manual tuning
was required to determine the amount of CPs warranted by
various combinations of cell values.

4. SPAWNING PROGRESSIONS
The third program was created to extend the second program in
several important ways: to allow harmonization with a live
musician, to abstract away from twelve tone music, and to include
a genetic algorithm that disrupts convergence. By having clusters
of cells whose values are based on user input and whose
neighbors will react to resolve dissonance, the local
harmonization rules cause a global orchestration to occur. By
regarding cell values more abstractly and defining degrees of
compatibility between various value-pairs, the cells could
represent notes, chords, instruments, or tracks within a mix. In the
case of cells representing tracks, the compatibility rating could
reflect rhythmic, frequency, instrumentation, or melodic
differences (or an aggregate of these attributes). The GA
crossover and spawning functions operate by optimizing the CA
system for maximum compatibility across all temporal points in a
progression while the crossover function serves secondarily to
create turbulence and prevent stagnation. In a sense a dynamic
equilibrium may be reached, but the magnitude of turbulence
allows for interesting variations in the system.
Each cell has a value at each of the eight progression points,
representing a transition to make at each of eight bars of music.
Again, these values may be assigned to note (micro) or track
(macro) structures; the important fact is that there is a degree of
compatibility defined for each possible combination of values.
The CA system traverses the eight bar progression in unison. At
each bar, each cell gains “compatibility points” (CPs) based on
the degree of compatibility between the cell and each of its four
adjacent neighbors. These CPs are added to a total amount, CPT.
When a cell and a neighbor exceed a CP spawning threshold, CPS,

Figure 6. CA bars 1-8 at iteration 0.
Figure 6 represents the eight bars of the progression after the
initial configuration. Regions of the top row of cells in the center
of the CA are assigned progression values by the user. This input
is a triad, a typical three-element chord. Remaining cells have
random progressions. In the middle and bottom rows black
indicates a value of zero while bright blue indicates the highest
values. !CP for each bar is shown in the middle row of squares.
Bars 4 and 8 in the middle row can be seen to have weighted !CP
values; since those bars are most important to the musical
expression, the !CP values are scaled accordingly. The bottom
row shows the cumulative CPs.

Figure 7. CA bars 1-8 at iteration 6400.

In figure 7 we can observe the system 6400 iterations later. The
user input has been distorted and dispersed by the GA crossover.
Strips of bright blue indicate regions of greatest spawning activity.
The music created at those cells will be most audible.
In Figure 8 the CA grid at a single bar is represented by each XY
plane, the vertical Z-axis represents the temporal dimension with
the current iteration nearest the top. In essence the history of the
CA is extruded downwards. The leftmost rendering shows cell
music values (color channel) with the gain mask applied (alpha
channel). The center rendering is the gain mask, or !CP, by itself.
The rightmost rendering shows differences in subsequent !CP
cycles (used to detect oscillation). Viewing the CA with the
temporal and masking dimensions became a volume visualization
task. Visualization was implemented using the Java OpenGL
bindings (JOGL).

orthogonally mounted web-cams to detect my motion, extrude the
segmented regions, weight the voxels, and use the intersected
volume as the volume to trigger events (such as reaching through
a vertical plane). I also would like to explore using real-time video
of the audience to alter behavior of the CA and GA.
I will explore how notions of multi-dimensional harmonization or
compatibility and interaction of CA with GA can be extended to
other domains, such as portfolio optimization, computational
neuroscience, Department of Defense topics, and network traffic
shaping.

Figure 8. Masked cell values.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Through a CA for chemical dispersion, a CA with transitions
determined solely by neighbors, and a CA altered by GA, I was
able to explore several methods of music generation with varying
degrees of convergence. In each approach the visual
representation of the system allowed for quick debugging and
tuning of parameters. I observed having the multi-sensory output
– both visualization and sonification – allowed for a better
understanding of the systems’ behavior. This work could be
extended to sonification of complex systems. Any of these CAbased techniques could also be applied to video mixing. By
simultaneously executing video and music mixing one could
create artificial synesthesia.
The third approach in which I combined CA and GA allows for
the best method for interaction with a live musician. The first two
approaches are adaptive but become inflexible, similar to how
some neural networks can become too rigid once trained. I would
extend this work by having a second chromosome to store
progression values. This would allow use of dominant and
recessive traits that would make the system more able to adapt to
a rapid change in user input. If the live musician changed
modalities often within a song, perhaps more than two
chromosomes would be appropriate.
To tune the CA and manipulate cell progressions during live
performances I would implement some computer vision (CV)
techniques so that I would not be tethered to a computer. By using
coarse natural gestures I hope to adjust global parameters such as
gain and CPS. Figure 9 shows preliminary work using two

Figure 9. Preliminary CV interaction.
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